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Guidelines for pregnant
women with suspected
SARS-CoV-2 infection
Coronaviruses responsible for
severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) and Middle East respiratory
syndrome (MERS) can cause severe
adverse pregnancy outcomes, such
as miscarriage, premature delivery,
intrauterine growth restriction, and
maternal death.1,2 Vertical transmission
of the virus responsible for 2019 novel
coronavirus disease (COVID-19),
severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has not
yet been detected, whereas perinatal
transmission has been suspected in
one case.3
Consequences of infection with
SARS-CoV-2 for pregnancies are
uncertain, with no evidence so far
of severe outcomes for mothers and
infants; however, the possibility should
be considered.4 The recent experience
with Zika virus suggests that when a
new pathogen emerges, the healthcare community should be prepared
for the worst-case scenario.5 Therefore,
recommendations for management
of pregnant women at risk of SARSCoV-2 infection are urgently needed.
To this end, we propose a detailed
management algorithm for healthcare providers (appendix).
In the algorithm, we suggest that any
pregnant woman who has travelled
in a country affected by SARS-CoV-2
within the previous 14 days or who
has had close contact with a patient
with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection
should be tested with a SARS-CoV-2
nucleic acid amplification test,6 even if
asymptomatic. Pregnant women with
laboratory-confirmed SARS-CoV-2
infection who are asymptomatic
should be self-monitored at home
for clinical features of COVID-19 for
at least 14 days. These patients and
those recovering from mild illness
should be monitored with bimonthly
fetal growth ultrasounds and Doppler
assessments because of the potential

risk for intrauterine growth restriction.
Pregnant women with COVID-19
pneumonia should be managed by
a multidisciplinary team at a tertiary
care centre. When quick Sepsis-related
Organ Failure Assessment criteria are
met, the patient should be transferred
to an intensive care unit.
For pregnant women with confirmed
infection, the choice of delivery
timing should be individualised
depending on the week of gestation
and maternal, fetal, and delivery
conditions. Whenever possible, vaginal
delivery via induction of labour, with
eventual instrumental delivery to
avoid maternal exhaustion, should
be favoured to avoid unnecessary
surgical complications in an already
sick patient. Septic shock, acute
organ failure, or fetal distress should
prompt emergency cesarean delivery
(or termination if legal before fetal
viability).
Newborns of mothers positive for
SARS-CoV-2 should be isolated for at
least 14 days or until viral shedding
clears, during which time direct
breastfeeding is not recommended.
These recommendations should
be adapted to local health-care
facilities, as well as in response to any
further updates on SARS-CoV-2 and
COVID-19.
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Pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 exposure
- Travelled to an affected country within the previous 14 days
- Close contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19 (ie, <1 metre for >15 minutes, living together, direct contact with
body fluids)
CLINICAL EXAMINATION + RT-PCR (SARS-CoV-2) on deep nasopharyngeal and pharyngeal samples

ASYMPTOMATIC

SYMPTOMATIC

No isolation room

Fever >38°C AND respiratory symptoms

MONITORING at home
(T° + Respiratory symptoms)

SARS-CoV-2
NEGATIVE

SARS-CoV-2
POSITIVE*

Isolation at home for 14 days
If delivery:
- No breastfeeding
- Mother isolated from newborn
until viral shedding clears

Stop
monitoring

US Fetal surveillance :
Growth + Doppler / 2 weeks

RECOVERY

MONITORING AT HOSPITAL
- Isolated room with negative pressure (IRNP)
- Protective gear* for visitors / health personnel
- Delivery and neonatal procedure equipment on site

SARS-CoV-2
NEGATIVE

SARS-CoV-2
POSITIVE*

Isolation at home 14 days
+ Clinical self-monitoring
If symptoms persist:
RETEST (possible false negative)

HOSPITALISATION IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTER
Maternal surveillance:
+ T°, HR, BP, RR (3-4x/day)
+ Chest imaging (high resolution CT-scan or X-ray)
Fetal:
+ FHR (1x/day)
+ Fetal maturation by Betamethasone injection
depending on maternal status (until 34 to 37 WG)
+ IV Antibiotics treatment (depending local protocol)

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT ADMISSION (Quick SOFA Score)
More than 1 following criteria:
- Systolic blood pressure <100mmHg
- Respiratory rate >22
- Glasgow conscious score <15

SEVERE FAILURE CRITERIA (consider cesarean delivery)
- SEPTIC SHOCK
- ACUTE ORGAN FAILURE
- FETAL DISTRESS
DELIVERY
Before 24 WG (fetal viability)
- in case of severe maternal illness, consider TOP (if legal)

* PROTECTIVE GEAR
Contact and Airborne additional measures

- FFP2 or N95 mask
- Gloves
- Gown
- Eye protection

After 24 WG
- On site / IRNP
- Vaginal delivery (induction of labor + instrumental
delivery when possible unless severe failure criteria)
- Early clamping of the umbilical cord
- Early cleaning of the newborn
- Newborn monitoring in IRNP
- SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR of the newborn
- No breastfeeding
- Mother isolated from newborn until viral shedding
resolves

SARS-CoV-2: severe acute respiratory coronavirus 2; COVID-19: 2019 novel coronavirus disease; BP: Blood pressure; CT-scan: Computerized tomography scan; FHR : Fetal heart
rate; HR: Heart rate; IRNP: Isolated room with negative pressure; IV: Intravenous; RR: respiratory rate; T° : Temperature; TOP: Termination of pregnancy; RT-PCR: Reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction; US: Ultrasounds; WG: Weeks of gestation; X-ray: Radiography; IRNP Isolated Room Negative Pressure

